
latter mechanism might have been carried out either through solid state transformation 
or through n90fonnation processes. Kaolinite has also been formed as a by-produCl 
phase during illitization of smedite. 

The aforementioned alteration of smedite caused by hydrothermal activity has 
affeCled adversely the physical properties of !he original bentonhes. It has been found 
that properties like quality, grade, and viscosity deteriorate wtth inaeasing degree 01 
hydrothermal activity. Although inaae.sing. abundance of kaoIinite is ususally associ
ated with deterioration of bentonhe quality its presence in smaU amounts may not be 
harmful. This is especially tnJe for rheological properties nke viscosity. 
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White bentonhes are special materials which are prized lor their whiteness and 
brightness in addition to the known properties 01 smfK:tite.rich clays. Such materials 
occur in the eastem seclors of both the isWJds of Milos and Kimolos. They have been 
derived from alteration of acidic pyroc:lastic rocks, mainly ignimbriles. Notwithslanding 
their similar geochemical affinities, the white bentonites 01 Kimolos are superior ma· 
terials compared with their counterpans from Mwin both the coIOUf and the rh90Jogical 
properties. The reason for the different colour properties is believed to be dosely 
associated wrth the different mineralogical assemblages present in the rocks and the 
different mineral chemistry. The other ladors atfecting colour do not vary in the two 
areas. 

The smectite present in Kimolos is the majCl Fe--beating phase, and belongs 10 the 
Chambers (Chefo) - type. On the other hand, in the white bentonites of Milos the 
Smecitets are almost Fe-free (beindellites and Tatati!la-type montmorillonites). Cons
quently iron is concentrated in Fe·oxides producing red coIouralions and deteriorating 
the colour properties of these materials. Also the bentorntes of Milos carry abundant 
opal C-Twhich adversefy affecls their possible ulitillzation in industrial applications like 
cosmetic and pharmaceutical wilhout priCl benefidation. 

The Theological properties of the white bentonites are affected mainly by the 
existence 01 opal C·T rather than the pH and/Cl nautre of the eXdlangeable cations. It 
is believed that the presence of this phase, the size of whidl is smaller than 2,..m, 
prevents smeclite crystallites forming arigid "card house" structure. Consequently they 
do not develop high yield stress and this results in lower viscosity. On the other hand, 
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the development of good meological properties of the K"lmolian bentonites implies that 
these materials can be also used successfully in the traditional industries. 
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Vent areas and caldera collapse strudures of the recent highly explosive eruptions 
01 W. Kos region which deposited the Kefalos tuft ring (0.5 Ma) and the Kos non welded 
ignimbrite (0,14 Ma) have been immersed into the sea. This makes very difficult the 
evaluation of the volcano-t&d:ooic processes. On this purpose the ctIaracteristics (grain 
size analysis, thickness, composition of pyrodasticcomponents. Stratigrapnic position 
and areal distribution, depositional mechanisms) of the Ketalos tuff ring pyrodastic 
sequence have been studied and presented. 

Three principal types of deposits have been recognised and desaibed: Qsubordi
nate perlitic pun:W::e lall deposits with very low dispersion values, iQ pyrodastic flow 
deposits with ctIaracteristic Ienticul81 ac:wmulation of well rounded lithic fragments near 
'lent (rag brecc:ias) and HQ very thick surge deposits with thinly bedded sandw8ve facies 
forms ne81 vent. Uthic fragments ejected from various depths of the substratum 
indicates a progressive inaeasing of the depth of the contact between magma and 
seawater. 

The 'lent position has been detennined into the sea, in the central part of Kefalos 
bay, using isopleth lines of a basal fall layer, directional characteristics and proximal 
deposits distribution 01 the surge and flow units. 

Deposltional facies characteristics and distribution as well as the principal tectonic 
lineaments and the topography of the area lead us to condude that the present upper 
limit of the semi-circular depression of Ketalos basin has nothing to do with a caklera 
rim. The major part 01 the probable calderic collapse is immersed into the Kefalos bay. 
Only awest edge of the collapSed structure can ba observed in the NW area of Kefalos 
basin. 
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